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red: no-parking 
blue: parking 
orange: side walk 
 

Arrival by public transport from the station SH 
Bus no. 3, station Schützenhaus 
At the roundabout 2nd street from the right (Breitenaustrasse) 
to the bath about 400 m on foot 
or bus No. 6, station indoor pool 
Over the road, direction Schulhaus Breite, right into the Spielstrasse. 
On the left side is the bathroom 
 
Directions from Zurich / Winterthur: 
In the tunnel Cholfirst exit Schaffhausen south 
On Rheinbrücke turn right towards Kreuzlingen, left lane 
Light signal crossing (after power station) left direction station / width 
Roundabout 3rd exit towards Breite 
Roundabout 1st exit (attention bus stop right), and immediately left again 
Follow the signs 
 
Directions from Zurich / Winterthur: 
In the tunnel Cholfirst exit Schaffhausen south 
On Rheinbrücke turn right towards Kreuzlingen, left lane 
Light signal crossing (after power station) l 
inks towards the station / Breite 
Roundabout 3rd exit towards Breite 
Roundabout 1st exit (attention bus stop right), and immediately left again 
Follow the signs 
  
Directions from Kreuzlingen / Frauenfeld: 
On the Rhine bridge turn left towards Zurich / autostrasse, left lane 
Light signal no. 1 straight on in the direction of Zurich / autostrasse 
Light signal no. 2 straight on towards Zurich / autostrasse, right lane 
Light signal no. 3 right direction station / width 
Roundabout 3rd exit towards Breite 
Roundabout 1st exit (attention bus stop right), and immediately left again 
Follow the signs 

 
Directions from Thayngen / Germany: 
In the tunnel Fäsenstaub exit Schaffhausen Süd / Rheinfall, left lane 
Light signal no. 1links turn towards Kreuzlingen, left lane 
Light signal no. 2 straight ahead, direction Kreuzlingen, left lane 
Light signal no. 3 crossing (after power station) left direction station / width 
roundabout 3rd exit direction width 
Roundabout 1st exit (attention bus stop right), and immediately left again. 
Follow the signs 
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1. Speaker, timepiece, judge, technology 
2nd board 

3rd audience area 
4. Start 
5. Startup folder 
6. Start Lists / Rankings 
7. Athletes village (catering / rest area) 
8. Ranking 
9. Start folder 50m 

10. Sales Stand Head 
11. Info tent and booth SCS 
12. Sanitation 
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  A Entry 

  B Footpath Athletes 
  C no-parking 

 


